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Effective Co

Fold the 
sheet of 

paper in half  
along the long 
axis.

Turn the paper and 
fold it into thirds.

Unfold and cut the top layer 
along both fold lines. This makes 
three tabs.

Draw two overlapping 
ovals, and label as shown.

Under the appropriate tab, take notes on what you 
learn about positive self-concept and high self-esteem. 
Under the middle tab, write down what the two have in 
common.

Start-Up Activities

 Make this Foldable™ to record what you learn about 
positive self-concept in Lesson 1. Begin with a plain sheet of 8½” x 11” paper.

Visit health.glencoe.com and complete the Health Inventory for Chapter 2

HEALTH QUIZ Choose the best answer for each of the following questions:
1. When you respect others, you 
 a. break your promises to them.
 b. treat them the way you would like them to treat you.
 c. blame them for your mistakes.

2. A healthy way to express anger is to
 a. talk to a trusted adult about your feelings.
 b. keep your feelings hidden.
 c. yell to get your feelings out.

3. Which of the following is a good way to manage stress?
 b. being physically active
 c. talking to someone you trust
 d. both of the above ANSWERS: 1. b.; 2. a.; 3. c.

Wait your turn Mirror thoughts & feelings Listen actively Use appropriate body language Make clear statements Use “I” messagesAsk questions 
Effective Communication    

1

2

4

3

ANSWERS: 1. True.; 2. False.; 3. True; 4. True
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HEALTH QUIZ Answer True or False to each of the following questions. 
1. Communication is important in healthy relationships. 

2. Every family has two parents and one or more children.

3. Good friends are honest with each other.

4. Saying no to friends isn’t always easy.

 What do you know about healthy relationships? 
Take the short quiz below. Keep a record of your answers.

Place the sheets of paper ½” apart.

 Roll up the bottom edges, stopping them ½” 
 from the top edges. This makes all tabs the 
same size.

Crease the paper to hold the tabs in place. Staple 
along the fold.

 Label the tabs as shown. Use your Foldable® 
to describe several rules for effective 
communication listed in Figure 3.1. 

 Make this Foldable® to help you organize what you 
learn about good communication skills in Lesson 1. Begin with four plain 
sheets of 8½” ! 11” paper.

Start-Up Activities

Visit glencoe.com and complete the Chapter 3 crossword puzzle.

www.glencoe.com


Think of someone 
you like talking with. 
In a short paragraph, 
explain why you 
enjoy talking with this 
person.

 Building Vocabulary
Copy the terms below into 
your notebook. Guess the 
meaning of each. As you read, 
see how many terms you 
got right.

■ communication (p. 62) 
■ relationship (p. 62)
■ body language (p. 63)

 Focusing on the Main Ideas
In this lesson, you will learn to

■ explain different ways people communicate.
■ describe how you can be a better speaker and listener.
■ identify the three styles of communication.
■ develop skills to communicate safely online. 

 Reading Strategy
Organizing Information Copy the major and minor headings from 
the lesson onto a sheet of paper. Leave space beneath each. Write a 
sentence beneath each heading that summarizes the ideas under that 
heading.

 Use the Foldable® on p. 61 as you read this lesson.

Communication Skills

What Is Communication?
Each day you communicate with people. Communication

is the clear exchange of ideas and information. When you 
communicate, you send or receive a 

message. Successful communication is 
at the root of healthy relationships. A 
relationship is a connection you have 
with another person or group. Good 

communication helps people under-
stand each other and get along.

Talking is the main way people commun-
icate. What are some other forms of 
communication?

Lesson 1
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Body language can be a 
powerful communication 
device. What message is 
being sent by the teen 
leaning in?

Good communication requires special skills. Both the sender 
of the message and the receiver should have them. In this chap-
ter, you will learn about these skills and how to use them.

Define What is communication?

Different Ways to Communicate
The main way people communicate is through language. 

On one end of the communication, there is a speaker or writer. 
On the other end, there is a listener or reader.

Communication, however, runs much deeper than just 
words. One way to demonstrate attentive communication is 
through body language. Body language refers to facial expres-
sions, eye contact, gestures, and posture. Shrugging your shoulders 
at a question you can’t answer is an example of body language. 
So is leaning in toward someone who’s speaking about some-
thing you find interesting. People are often unaware of their 
body language. Sometimes, without knowing it, they send 
mixed messages. This means that their words don’t match what 
their body is saying. For example, a friend might say, “That is 
a good idea,” but roll her eyes. Mixed messages are confusing 
for listeners.

You can communicate with others in several different ways. 
You can speak face-to-face or by telephone. You can send writ-
ten messages using e-mail, text messaging, or mail services. You 
can also give someone a written note or letter in person. For 
people with hearing loss, sign language is an effective way to 
communicate face-to-face.

Commercial Count

How many commercials do 
you think you see each day? 
According to one industry 
source, over 1,500 commercials 
can be seen on TV daily. 
Many commercials are 
repeated again and again. At 
first, you may not be aware 
of the messages they’re 
communicating. Eventually, 
though, they will sink in. 

Make a list of health products 
or services advertised on TV 
within one hour. Notice if any 
of the ads are repeated and 
what messages they contain.
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There are advantages and disadvantages to different kinds of 
communication. Talking on the phone, for example, allows you 
to communicate your feelings, exchange ideas and information, 
and get an immediate response. However, when you speak on 
the telephone, visual clues such as facial expressions are absent. 
Communicating by e-mail gives you a chance to think and make 
corrections before you hit the send button. E-mail also gives you 
the ability to communicate information that needs to be remem-
bered. You might e-mail directions to a birthday party or a list 
of supplies you should bring to school. Sometimes it is easier to 
express feelings or difficult emotions in writing than face-to-face 
or on the phone. In written messages, your reader can’t see your 
facial expressions or hear the tone of your voice. All forms of 
communication allow you to communicate successfully.

Give Examples Give two examples of body 
language.

Practicing Healthful Behaviors
Safety Online
Instant messaging (IM) is a great example of how technology improves 
communication in our lives. So is e-mail. When using these technologies, 
it is important to play it safe. Here are some tips:

• Make sure that a parent or guardian gives you permission to 
communicate with others online.

• Never give out any information about yourself or your family. That 
includes your address, phone number, age, passwords, or family 
members’ names.

• Stay out of unsupervised chat rooms.
• Never agree to meet anyone in person you have met online, without 

asking a parent or guardian.
• If an online conversation makes you feel uncomfortable, exit and tell 

a parent or other adult right away.

On Your Own
These are good rules for all members of the family. Make a copy and post it 
near your home computer.



What skills does a family counselor 
need? Go to Career Corner at 
glencoe.com to find out. 

Family Counselor

When a family has a 
problem that they cannot 

solve on their own, they might 
seek the help of a family counselor. 
A family counselor is a trained 
professional who teaches members 
of a family to listen to and speak to 
each other with respect. Family 
counselors are in demand because 
families can’t always solve 
problems on their own. If you 
would like to become a family 
counselor, you should practice your 
communication skills. 

Using Good Communication Skills
Figure 3.1 summarizes effective verbal and nonverbal 

communication skills for both sending and receiving messages.
Whether you are speaking or listening, it is important to use 
good communication skills.

Communication Styles
In addition to the variety of ways we can communicate, 

there are also different communication styles. Tom is aggressive
in his communication. When he wants something, he will 
say, “Give me that!” in a threatening tone. His sister Abby 
is the opposite. If she wants something, she’ll ask for it in a 
low, timid voice. Her meek and shy style of communication 
is passive.

FIGURE 3.1  COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Giving and getting messages each have their own 
“skill set.” How do these skills relate to each other? 
What rules could you add for communication that is 
not face-to-face?

■ Think, then speak. Don’t just blurt out the first 
words that come into your mind. Plan what you’re 
going to say. Think it through.

■ Use “I” messages. Express your concerns in terms 
of yourself. You’ll be less likely to make others 
angry or feel defensive.

■ Make clear, simple statements. Be specific and 
accurate. Stick to the subject. Give the other per-
son a chance to do the same.

■ Be honest with thoughts and feelings. Say what 
you really think and feel, but be polite. Respect 
the feelings of your listener.

■ Use appropriate body language. Make eye con-
tact. Show that you are involved as a speaker. 
Avoid mixed messages. Beware of gestures, espe-
cially when speaking with people of different cul-
tural backgrounds. Some gestures, such as point-
ing, are considered rude in certain cultures.

■ Listen actively. Recognize the difference 
between hearing and listening. Hearing is just 
being aware of sound. Listening is paying atten-
tion to it. Use your mind as well as your ears.

■ Ask questions. This is another way to show you 
are listening. It also helps clear up anything you 
don’t understand. It prevents misunderstand-
ings, which are a roadblock to successful 
communication.

■ Mirror thoughts and feelings. Pay attention to 
what is being said. Repeat what someone says 
to show that you understand.

■ Use appropriate body language. Even if you 
disagree, listen to what the other person has to 
say. Make eye contact, and don’t turn away.

■ Wait your turn. Don’t interrupt. Let the person 
finish speaking. You’ll expect the same courtesy 
when it’s your turn.

Outbound (“Sending”) Inbound (“Receiving”)
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Neither Tom’s nor Abby’s approach to communication is 
very effective. Speaking aggressively can cause arguments or 
hurt feelings. People who communicate in a passive tone may 
not clearly express their needs to others. They risk not being 
heard or taken seriously. To communicate effectively, you 
must learn to use an assertive style. Assertive communication 
means you aren’t shy or hesitant about expressing yourself. 
It is making your wants or needs known in a positive, active 
manner. A positive approach means the tone and feeling of 
your words are calm and pleasant. Suppose someone sitting 
near you at the movies is talking. An aggressive person might 
say something rude. A shy person might say nothing at all. 
But an assertive communicator would politely but firmly ask 
the person to stop talking.

Identify What are three styles of 
communication?

Visit glencoe.com and 
complete the Interactive Study 
Guide for Lesson 1. 

What I Learned 
1. Vocabulary Define body language.

2. Identify List four speaking skills a 
good communicator uses.

3. Recall What is assertive 
communication?

Thinking Critically
4. Evaluate Max was wrapped up in a 

TV show. His mother said something 
to him but got no response. When 
she scolded him for not listening, he 
replied, “I heard every word you said.” 
What communication skills could Max 
have used to show his mother he was 
listening?

5. Apply “I’d love to come,” Karen said 
when her friend called to invite her to 
a party. Karen’s voice sounded uncom-
fortable. Did Karen’s words match her 
voice? What kind of message was she 
giving her friend?

Applying Health Skills

6. Communication Skills You and two 
classmates are having a conversation. 
Demonstrate attentive communication 
skills. Make eye contact and use appro-
priate hand and body gestures.
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Lesson 2

Your Family

 Building Vocabulary
As you read this lesson, write 
each new highlighted term 
and its definition in your 
notebook.

■ family (p. 67) 
■ nurture (p. 69)
■ abuse (p. 71)
■ physical abuse (p. 71)
■ sexual abuse (p. 71)
■ neglect (p. 71)

 Focusing on the Main Ideas
In this lesson, you will learn to

■ recognize different types of family units.
■ identify your role within your family.
■ explain how family members care for each other.
■ develop effective communication skills for family meetings.

 Reading Strategy
Organizing Information Make two lists. One list should contain types 
of family units. The other should list roles people play within a family.

List some activities you 
do regularly with your 
family. Choose one 
activity and explain 
how it brings your 
family closer together. 

Family Relationships
Think of the different relationships you have in your life. 

You have relationships with family, friends, classmates, teach-
ers, and others in the community. Relationships are an import-
ant part of your social health. Good relationships make you feel 
loved, wanted, safe, and secure.

Family relationships are some of the most important. The 
family is the basic unit of society. A family includes two or more 
people brought together by blood, marriage, adoption, or a 
desire for mutual support.

There are many different kinds of families. Some families 
have two parents, others one. Trevor lives with his father, step-
mother, and half-sister. Trevor’s is a blended family. Can you 
guess what an extended family might be? Extend means “to 
reach out or make bigger.” What kinds of people might be in 
an extended family? Figure 3.2 shows several different family 
types. Which type is your family?

Extended families include members from more than 
one generation. This family, for example, is made up of 
a mother, child, and grandfather. What are some other 
types of family units? 

Lesson 2: Your Family  67
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FIGURE 3.2 

FAMILY TYPES
There are many different 
types of family units. Are 
there examples of each type 
of family in your community?

Academic Vocabulary
role (ROHL) (noun) a
person’s job or responsi-
bility. One of Adam’s roles 
in his family is helping his 
brother and sister with 
their homework.

Roles and Responsibilities in the Family
Every family member has a role to play. Parents and other 

adults are responsible for making sure the basic needs of the 
family are met. Their jobs also include teaching and practicing 
good health habits. They have a responsibility to model good 
communication and other health skills. 

Not all responsibilities in the family fall on parents and other 
adults. Children have special jobs, too. In many families, for 
example, children share the household chores. Helping around 
the house is one way to demonstrate that you are responsible. 
Another way to contribute to the health and happiness of your 
family is by showing appreciation. To appreciate means to value 
someone or something. Saying “thank you” to the person who 
cooked dinner, for example, is a good way to show apprecia-
tion. You could also help with the dishes, volunteer to carry 
groceries, or do other tasks. Practicing positive behaviors such 
as showing appreciation for other family members helps main-
tain a healthy family relationship. As a teen, your role may also 
include helping other family members. You may be asked to 
spend time with a grandparent who has trouble getting around, 
or help a brother or sister with homework. However you choose 
to help, it’s important to realize that your support helps make 
your family healthier. 

List Name and describe three types of families.

Teaching Character

One of the biggest responsibil-
ities parents have is to help 
their children develop good 
character. They do this 
through both their words and 
actions. For example, Nikki’s 
father talks to her about the 
importance of honesty. He 
also demonstrates honesty in 
his own life, giving her a good 
example to follow. 

Which character trait do you 
think would be hardest to 
teach? Try teaching it to a 
younger sibling or friend.

Couple  A husband and a wife who do not have children

Nuclear family  Two parents and one or more children

Extended family A nuclear family plus other relatives such as 
 grandparents

Single-parent family One parent and one or more children

Blended family Two people, one or both with children from 
 previous marriages

Foster family Adults caring for one or more children born to 
 different parents

Adoptive family A couple plus one or more adopted children 

Joint-custody family Two parents living apart, sharing custody of 
 their children

Single-custody family Two parents living apart and one or more 
 children living with only one parent

Family Type Makeup



Showing 
Appreciation

Visit glencoe.com for Student 
Web Activities that will give 
you more information on how 
to show appreciation.

Activity: Using the information 
from the link above, make 
plans to show three people 
in your life how much you 
appreciate them.

Building Strong Families
The main job of any family is to meet the needs of its mem-

bers. A strong family nurtures its members. To nurture is to 
fulfill physical, mental/emotional, and social needs. Nurturing 
families meet each other’s needs on all three sides of the health 
triangle.

Some of the physical needs your family should provide 
include a place to live, food, and clothing. Healthy families 
go beyond these basics. They show concern for one another’s 
safety and well-being.

Emotional support from the family includes love, but it’s 
more than that. Strong families provide an atmosphere of 
warmth and security. Members make each other feel welcome 
and accepted. Members also help shape the values and beliefs 
of each other. They celebrate one another’s successes and help 
each other deal with disappointments and challenges.

Socially, strong families understand the importance of shar-
ing. Members willingly pitch in with tasks or chores. Strong 
families spend time together. They may watch television, attend 
school functions, or participate in physical activities together.

List What are three kinds of support that strong 
families provide?

Coping with Family Changes
Just as individuals go through changes, so do families. 

Some changes, such as a job promotion or graduation, are posi-
tive. Other changes can be difficult, 
for example, when a family member 
becomes ill or loses a job. These events 
can be stressful for the whole family.

Two especially difficult changes are 
separation and divorce. A split in the fam-
ily can bring on feelings of anger, sadness, 
or guilt. It can make you feel uncertain 
about the future. Children are never 
the cause of divorce or separation. It is 
an adult problem. If your family is going 
through a separation or divorce, share 
your feelings with your parents or another 
trusted adult. They can help you understand 
how these changes will affect you and other 

Spending time 
together helps build 
strong family relation-
ships. What are some 
qualities of a strong, 
healthy family?
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family members. Remember that parents, whether together or 
apart, love and care about their children.

Among the hardest changes to cope with is the death of a 
family member. Strong emotions are common and include sad-
ness, grief, fear, and even anger. Expressing these feelings is an 

effective communication strategy for managing 
grief caused by disappointment, separation, or 

loss. Share your thoughts and feelings with 
people you can trust. Comforting others 
may also help you deal with your own 
feelings. It takes a long time to manage all 

the feelings caused by loss. Don’t hes-
itate to ask for help. You might want 
to talk to a counselor who specializes 
in helping people manage grief.

 Give Examples 
  What are some changes that can affect 

the health of a family?

Dealing with family 
changes can be dif-
ficult. Who are some 
people a teen could 
go to for help?

Communication Skills
Family Meetings
The behavior of family members and peers affects interpersonal 
communication. One way of improving communication among family 
members is through family meetings. In family meetings, all members meet 
to discuss problems and find solutions. Each family member should be 
encouraged to share opinions and offer suggestions.
  It is important during family meetings to speak respectfully to one 
another. Each family member should have a chance to speak. It is also 
important for each member to listen carefully while others are speaking.

With a Group
Discuss how you think a family meeting should be run. Make a list of rules 
and guidelines to  follow during a family meeting. Discuss behaviors that are 
helpful and unhelpful. When should people speak? Should all members vote 
on decisions to be made? 
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Serious Family Problems
We all have our ups and downs, good 

days and bad. The same is true of families. 
A healthy family manages to get over the 
bumps. Sometimes, however, the situation 
is more serious. It is beyond the family’s 
ability to handle. One such problem is 
abuse (uh·BYOOS). Abuse is a pattern of 
mistreatment of another person. An adult or 
a child can be the target of abuse. Abuse 
is a serious problem that can have long-
lasting effects on all family members. A 
family with an abuse problem needs to get 
help immediately.

Abuse can take several different forms. 
Physical abuse involves the use of physi-
cal force. A physically abused person often 
shows signs such as bruises, burns, or broken 
bones.

Emotional abuse is harder to spot. It often involves yelling 
and putting a family member down. Although there may be no 
physical harm, emotional abuse is just as serious. An emotion-
ally abused person often feels worthless and angry.

Sexual abuse is any mistreatment of a child or adult involv-
ing sexual activity. Sexual abuse includes any type of unwanted 
or forced sexual activity. This can include touching one’s 
private body parts or being forced to touch someone else’s. 
Showing sexual material to a child is another act of sexual 
abuse. It is often difficult to see that a person is being sexu-
ally abused.

Parents are responsible for taking care of their children. 
When parents fail to do so, they are neglecting their children. 
Neglect is the failure of parents to provide their children with 
basic physical and emotional care and protection. Physical neglect 
involves not providing enough food, clothing, shelter, or medi-
cal care. Emotional neglect involves not giving love, respect, 
and other forms of emotional support.

Another serious problem for a family is when a family mem-
ber is addicted to alcohol or drugs. You will learn strategies for 
coping with addiction in Chapter 10.

Some victims of abuse 
are afraid to talk to 
someone. Talking to 
a trusted adult, how-
ever, is the first step 
in getting help. What 
are some sources of 
help for families with 
problems of abuse or 
neglect?
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Help for Troubled Families
If you ever feel you are in danger from a family member, you 

must be brave enough to get help right away. Families where 
there is abuse need help. Start by speaking with an adult you 
feel you can trust. This might be a teacher or school counselor. 
The abuser needs help, too. He or she must understand the 
reasons behind his or her behavior and why it must change. If 
the danger is immediate, the police should be called. Abusing 
others is never acceptable.

Situations involving abuse or neglect often require profes-
sional health services. Social workers are professionals trained 
to help families with problems. Religious leaders and crisis cent-
ers can also help. You can call hot lines listed under “crisis inter-
vention” in your telephone book. Still other resources to turn 
to are school counselors and doctors. They can suggest support 
and self-help groups. Some support groups are for those who 
are abused. Others are for the abusers. Both types try to help 
all the people involved.

List Name two forms of abuse, and tell what steps 
you would take to get help in an abusive situation.

Visit glencoe.com and 
complete the Interactive Study 
Guide for Lesson 2.

For more Lesson Review Activities, go to glencoe.com.

Lesson 2 Review

Review this lesson for new terms, major headings, and Reading Checks.

What I Learned 
1. Give Examples Name two roles a person 

can have in a family.

2. Vocabulary Define nurture, and use it in 
a sentence.

3. List What are two forms of neglect?

Thinking Critically
4. Apply Al lives in an extended family 

that includes a grandparent and a 
younger cousin. What are some ways 
in which Al could show he cares about 
the members of his family?

5. Synthesize Kelly just found out her par-
ents are getting divorced. How would 
you suggest that Kelly get help dealing 
with her concerns and fears?

Applying Health Skills

6. Accessing Information Use the phone 
book to access the names of commu-
nity agencies that advocate healthy 
individuals, families, and communities. 
Make a list of these agencies.
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Your Friends and Peers

Who Are Your Friends?
Friendships are important relationships. A friendship is a

special type of relationship between people who enjoy being together.
There are many reasons people become friends. When you are 
young, location is a factor. Most of your current friends are 
probably from the same neighborhood or school. Another rea-
son for choosing friends is shared interests, such 
as hobbies or activities. Personality traits, such as 
a sense of humor, may also lead people to each 
other so that they become friends.

Sometimes making new friends can be tough, 
especially when you move to a new school or city. 
Here are some tips to help you build friendships.

What changes and 
challenges have 
you noticed in your 
relationships with 
your friends? Write a 
paragraph explaining 
your answers.

 Focusing on the Main Ideas
In this lesson, you will learn to

■ identify the qualities of a good friend.
■ recognize character traits found in friends.
■ understand the two kinds of peer pressure.

 Reading Strategy
Organizing Information As you read the lesson, make two 
lists. One should contain a list of the positive character traits 
of good friends. The second should list the ways peers can be 
negative influences.

 Building Vocabulary
How are the terms below related? 
Are there words that have similar 
or related meanings? Define each 
term as best you can.

■ friendship (p. 73) 
■ reliable (p. 74)
■ loyal (p. 74)
■ empathy (p. 74)
■ cooperation (p. 75)
■ peers (p. 76)
■ peer pressure (p. 76)

Participating in activities helps you make 
friends with similar interests. What are 
some activities and hobbies you enjoy?

Lesson 3
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• Get to know yourself. Make a list of your own interests and 
talents. What are your positive qualities? What would 
make you a good friend to others?

• Break the ice. Start a conversation with a classmate you 
think you’d like to know better. Ask a question, or give a 
compliment. Talk about sports, movies, or whatever else 
interests you. If the other person shares the same interests, 
a friendship may develop.

• Join a club, sports team, or community group that interests you.
You will be able to meet people with shared interests.

• Offer a helping hand. Help a classmate or neighbor with 
homework or other projects. When you reach out, you let 
others know you’re a good friend to have.

Character Traits of Good Friends
It is important to choose friends who have positive values 

and attitudes. Good friends often have the same views of what 
is right and wrong. They may share common character traits 
such as trustworthiness and caring.

Do you have friends you can share your thoughts and feel-
ings with? People who fit this description are trustworthy. Good 
friends should also be reliable, or dependable. They keep their 
promises. If they say they’ll meet you at 4:00, they show up at 
4:00. They don’t arrive 30 minutes late. Good friends are also 
loyal, or faithful. A loyal friend will not allow others to say 
untrue or mean things about you.

Good friends care about each other and support each other, 
through good and difficult times. Good friends look out for 
each other when faced with hard times or harassment. They 
display empathy, the ability to identify and share another person’s 
feelings. When you’re feeling sad or disappointed, a good friend 
shares your pain.

Friendships are 
relationships that 
you actively seek out. 
What are some 
qualities you and 
your friends share?
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Friends often help each 
other improve their skills. 
How does this benefit 
both of you?

Does being friends with someone mean the two of you will 
always agree? Of course not. It is only natural for the two of you 
to have occasional disagreements. Accepting views and opin-
ions that are different from your own is a sign of respect and 
a healthy relationship. It is also a measure of maturity, a sign 
that you’re growing up.

Give Examples Give one example each of 
reliability and empathy.

Building Strong Friendships
Building and maintaining positive friendships is impor-

tant. You can build stronger friendships through cooperation. 
Cooperation means working together for the common good.
Eduardo and Ben help each other prepare when one of them 
has a test. Ben will ask Eduardo questions, and vice versa. As 
members of the same Little League team, the two also practice 
fielding together. When Ben and Eduardo play sports together, 
they play fairly and follow the rules.

Another way of making friendships stronger is through 
mutual respect and support. This means that friends listen and 
respect each other’s opinions. Talking together about problems 
or concerns is a form of support. Supporting each other will 
help you and your friend make more healthful decisions. This 
includes saying no to negative peer pressure.
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Peer Pressure
Peers, as noted in Chapter 1, are friends and other people 

in your age group. During the teen years, your expanding abili-
ties, independence, and responsibilities can influence personal 
behavior. Peers can give you support and confidence during 
this transition, or move, toward adulthood.

During this time, peer pressure can influence healthful choices. 
Peer pressure is the influence that people your age may have on you. 
Peer pressure can be something you feel indirectly. You see class-
mates wearing a certain type of clothing. Without a word from 
anyone else, you go out and buy the same item or something simi-
lar. At other times, peer pressure is direct. A peer may tell you what 
you should do to blend in or be accepted. Sometimes, this may 
come in the form of a demand or threat. Because it influences your 
decisions, peer pressure can affect your health in many ways.

Positive Peer Pressure
Peer pressure can be either positive or negative. Positive peer 

pressure can inspire you to improve yourself or do something 
worthwhile. For example, you may be encouraged to study for 
a test by studying together with friends or other peers. They are 
having a positive influence on you. 

Inspiring you to improve your health and appearance, or to 
perform well on a team, are other ways to be positive influences. 
Maggie joined the yearbook staff partly because of encourage-
ment from her friends. In what ways do your friends positively 
influence your behavior?

When your peers see you 
doing good work, they may 
feel motivated themselves. 
What are some other 
examples of positive peer 
pressure?

Academic Vocabulary
positive (PAH zi tiv) 
(adjective) helpful. My 
sister gave me positive 
reinforcement after listen-
ing to my speech.

Tim
 Fuller P
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Negative Peer Pressure
“I dare you!” When Shauna heard these words, she knew 

it was time to walk away. Daring someone to behave in dan-
gerous or illegal ways is an example of negative peer pressure. 
The same is true of challenges that go against your beliefs and 
values. Here are some examples:

• Urging a peer to use tobacco, alcohol, or other drugs

• Talking a peer into being unkind to someone who is 
different

• Persuading a peer to do something illegal such as 
shoplifting

• Encouraging a peer to be disrespectful to parents or 
other adults

• Urging a peer to fight or get involved in gangs

Standing up to negative peer pressure can be difficult. It is, 
nevertheless, an important skill to learn. In the next lesson, 
you’ll learn ways to say no to negative peer pressure.

Explain What is the difference between negative 
and positive peer pressure?

Visit glencoe.com and 
complete the Interactive Study 
Guide for Lesson 3.

Lesson 3 Review

What I Learned 
1. Vocabulary Define friendship.

2. Identify What are two characteristics 
of a good friend?

3. List Give two examples of negative 
peer pressure.

Thinking Critically
4. Apply How do you show empathy to 

a friend who has just lost a pet?

5. Analyze What are some positive and 
negative effects of peer pressure?

Applying Health Skills

6. Decision Making Write a story in which 
a teen chooses to volunteer time 
because of positive peer pressure. In 
your story, show how the teen uses the 
six decision-making steps.

Review this lesson for new terms, major headings, and Reading Checks.
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Lesson 4

Refusal Skills

What Are Refusal Skills?
Lance worked in the school store. Stan, another student, 

asked Lance to let him have a notebook without paying. “Come 
on, no one will notice,” Stan said. Lance knew he was being 
asked to do something wrong. He could get into trouble. Even 
if he didn’t get into trouble, his conscience would bother him.

When you are pressured to do something wrong, tension can 
build. You may worry what will happen if you don’t go along 
with the group. Will your friends still like you? Will you still be a 
part of the group? It is at these times that refusal skills can help. 
Refusal skills are ways of saying no. They are communication 
strategies for avoiding potentially harmful situations.

Using Refusal Skills
You may find yourself in a situation in which you feel pres-

sure to participate in unsafe behaviors. One way of refusing 
effectively is to use the S.T.O.P. strategy. Each of the letters 
stands for a different step:

 Building Vocabulary
Write the terms below in your 
notebook. Define each term 
as you read about it in the 
lesson.

■ refusal skills (p. 78) 
■ abstinence (p. 80)

List as many ways 
as you can of saying 
no when someone 
pressures you to do 
something dangerous 
or unhealthy.

When pressure builds, something has to give. 
What is a method for resisting pressure without 
having a situation get out of control?
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 Focusing on the Main Ideas
In this lesson, you will learn to

■ identify how to use refusal skills to resist peer pressure.
■ demonstrate refusal skills to resist negative peer pressure.
■ explain the importance of abstinence during the teen years.

 Reading Strategy
Identifying Problems and Solutions After reading this lesson, 
give examples of peer pressure. Tell how you might say no in each 
situation.
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Refusal Skills
Saying No
Apply the S.T.O.P. strategy to Lance’s problem in the lesson opener. 
Role-play the story with a classmate. One of you is to take the role of 
Lance. The other will play the classmate pressuring Lance. Prepare a 
script for your story. Show how Lance uses the four steps to say no to 
his classmate.

With a Group
Be prepared to perform your role-play for classmates. What is another 
situation in which you could you use the S.T.O.P. strategy to avoid negative 
peer pressure?

• Say no in a firm voice. Sometimes, saying no is 
enough. Friends who respect you will take no for an 
answer. People are more likely to believe you if you speak 
firmly. Show self-confidence without being insulting to 
others.

• Tell why not. Explain your reasons for saying no. Let 
your peers know that you value your health and safety. 
It’s also a chance to show your good character traits.

• Offer other ideas. Change the subject by coming 
up with something else to do instead.

• Promptly leave. If people continue to put pres-
sure on you, walk away. If certain people always 
put pressure on you whenever you see them, 
avoid them.

Remember that you are not alone when you face a 
difficult situation. You can always get help from a trusted 
adult. A parent, older brother or sister, or counselor will 
listen to your problem. They can help you decide the 
best course of action to take. They might even suggest 
some options you hadn’t thought about.

Explain How do refusal skills protect 
your health and safety?

Saying no to risky 
behaviors can be 
tough. What are some 
ways to say no to 
risky behaviors?
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What Is Abstinence?
Some of the negative pressures you face as a teen are rel-

atively minor. Others can be major. Among these are pres-
sures to take part in high-risk behaviors such as using tobacco, 
alcohol, or illegal drugs. Becoming sexually active is another 
high-risk behavior. When you say no to high-risk behaviors, 
you are practicing abstinence (AB·stuh·nuhns). Abstinence
is not participating in high-risk behaviors. Abstinence pro-
tects your health and that of others. It shows you have 
self-control.

Choosing Abstinence
When you choose abstinence, you protect the three sides 

of your health triangle. Abstaining from tobacco, for example, 
protects your lungs and heart. Abstaining from alcohol and 
illegal drugs protects your body and mind. Abstaining from 
sexual activity protects you against pregnancy and sexually 
transmitted diseases. Teens who abstain from high-risk behav-
iors understand the importance of practicing positive health 
behaviors.

List Name three benefits of choosing abstinence.

Visit glencoe.com and 
complete the Interactive Study 
Guide for Lesson 4.

Lesson 4 Review

Review this lesson for new terms, major headings, and Reading Checks.

What I Learned 
1. Vocabulary What are refusal skills?

2. Identify Describe the relationship 
between peer pressure and refusal skills.

3. Recall Why is abstinence important 
during the teen years?

Thinking Critically
4. Explain Tell how positive peer pressure 

can make a friendship stronger.

5. Analyze Hannah told her friend that 
smoking harms a person’s lungs and 
heart. Her friend continues to urge 
Hannah to smoke a cigarette. What 
must Hannah do next? Explain.

Applying Health Skills

6. Advocacy Create a poster that colorfully 
explains the S.T.O.P. strategy. With per-
mission from school administrators, 
place your poster on a hallway wall.

For more Lesson Review Activities, go to glencoe.com.80  Chapter 3:  Healthy Relationships
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Lesson 5

Resolving Conflicts

 Focusing on the Main Ideas
In this lesson, you will learn to

■ explain why conflicts occur.
■ describe ways of protecting yourself from violence.
■ identify a strategy to resolve conflicts through 

negotiation.

 Reading Strategy
Sequencing Create a flow chart to show the steps that 
lead up to violence. Then add steps that show how to 
prevent conflicts from turning violent.

 Building Vocabulary
Arrange the terms below in two 
columns: problems and solutions. 
Match each problem with a solution.

■ conflicts (p. 81) 
■ prejudice (p. 82)
■ tolerance (p. 82)
■ compromise (p. 83)
■ negotiation (p. 83)
■ peer mediation (p. 83)
■ violence (p. 84)
■ gang (p. 84)

Do you think schools 
with violence problems 
should install video 
cameras? Why or why 
not? Explain in a brief 
paragraph.

What Are Conflicts?
“Give that back to me! It’s mine.” The twins Jenny was 

babysitting were at it again. It seemed they couldn’t go more 
than a few minutes without arguing. Luckily, Jenny had learned 
about conflicts in health class. Conflicts are disagreements in 
ideas, beliefs, or interests. The first step in preventing conflicts is 
understanding what causes them.

When conflict arises, it 
is no game. What are 
some healthy ways to 
resolve conflicts?
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Causes of Conflict
When you understand the possible causes of conflict, you 

can develop positive communication strategies for preventing 
conflict. Most conflicts can be traced back to an act or event. 
A difference of opinion, or jealousy, can create a conflict. For 
example, a group of students working on a school project might 
disagree over the jobs each person should do.

Sometimes conflicts are started because of prejudice
(PREH·juh·dis). Prejudice is an opinion or fear formed without 
having facts or firsthand knowledge. Disliking a person because of 
his or her skin color or culture is an example of prejudice. Prejudice 
can cause both emotional and social health risks within a 
community.

Identify Name some common causes of conflict.

Preventing Conflicts
The first step in preventing conflict is using good commu-

nication skills. When you disagree with someone, state your 
case clearly and calmly. Use “I” statements that do not accuse or 
blame. An example of an “I” statement is “I feel like I am being 
left out of the group.” Compare this with the more aggressive 
“You are ignoring me!”

Another valuable tool in preventing conflicts is tolerance. 
Tolerance is the ability to accept other people as they are. Accepting 
people who are different from you can help you build and main-
tain positive interpersonal relationships.

Resolving Conflicts
When a conflict occurs, conflict-resolution skills can help 

you resolve it in a positive way. One skill is knowing when to 
walk away. Sometimes the right response to a possible conflict 
is no response. Often, the disagreement will end quickly if you 
walk away.

No matter what the disagreement, refuse to fight. If a con-
flict appears to be turning physical, just walk away. This does 
not make you a coward or chicken. It makes you wiser and more 
mature than the other person.

If a conflict is brewing between two other people, don’t get in 
the middle or take sides. If a fight breaks out, don’t get between 
the fighters. Instead, go get help from an adult right away. 

The Myth of Positive 
Prejudice

Some kinds of prejudice can 
seem positive. For example, 
saying all French people are 
good cooks may sound like 
a compliment. However, it 
is really a form of prejudice. 
Prejudices assume things 
about people based on their 
race, their culture, or the 
groups they belong to. Don’t 
assume anything about a 
person until you get to know 
him or her.

Imagine hearing a prejudiced 
remark at school. What 
would you say to correct the 
prejudice without creating 
conflict?
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If you had a 
disagreement with a 
friend, how would you 
handle it?

If I had a disagreement 
with a friend, I would just 

say that we shouldn’t argue. If he called 
me a name then I would just leave. It’s 
hard to tell them that, but it’s a good 
idea. If they want to fi ght, turn them 
down so you don’t get into trouble.

Herman B.
Albuquerque, NM

Reaching a Compromise
One important conflict-resolution skill 

is compromise. Compromise is a skill in 
which each side gives up something in order 
to reach an agreeable solution. Suppose that 
you and your friends go to the schoolyard 
to play soccer. Unfortunately, you arrive 
at the exact same time as a girl from your 
class and you both try to grab the only 
ball left. Instead of fighting over the ball 
however, you reach a compromise. You 
all join in a game together. Compromise 
is a great way to resolve conflicts, as long 
as it does not go against your values. 

Reaching a compromise sometimes 
requires negotiation (neh·GOH·shee· 
AY·shuhn). Negotiation is the process 
of talking about a conflict and deciding 
how to reach a compromise. The T.A.L.K. 
strategy is an effective way of resolving 
conflict through negotiation. The steps are as follows:

• Take a time-out. Wait at least 30 minutes before you 
talk over the situation. This will give both of you a chance 
to calm down and think more clearly.

• Allow each person to tell his or her side. Each per-
son should have the chance to explain his or her feelings 
without interruption. Always listen carefully, and show 
respect for the other person.

• Let each person ask questions. Each person should 
have the chance to question the other. Stay calm and 
respectful. Also, stay focused on one problem. Don’t bring 
up other problems at this time.

• Keep brainstorming. Try to see the situation from the 
other person’s point of view. Work to find a solution that 
will satisfy you both.

When all else fails, get help from a school counselor, parent, 
or other adult. An option in some schools is peer mediation 
(mee·dee·AY·shuhn). Peer mediation is a process in which a 
specially trained student listens to both sides of an argument to help 
the people reach a solution.

List Identify two steps in the T.A.L.K. strategy. Tell 
what happens in each.
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When Conflicts Get Out of Hand
When conflicts are not dealt with, they can get out of hand. 

This in turn can lead to violence. Violence is the use of physical 
force to harm someone or something. Violence is a growing prob-
lem in the United States. It can lead to injury and even death.

In some communities, there is gang violence. A gang is a
group whose members often use violence or take part in criminal 
activity. Some teens join gangs because of peer pressure. Many 
teens who join gangs come from troubled families. They seek 
a sense of belonging that is missing in their lives. Gang mem-
bership is never an answer to life’s problems. Belonging to a 
gang only makes problems worse. Teens in gangs have a higher 
school dropout rate than nonmembers. They are arrested more 
often, too. Because gangs often use weapons, these teens have 
a higher risk of getting seriously injured or of dying.

Avoiding Violence
There may be times when conflict or violence finds you. 

For example, someone may try to bully you or pull you into a 
fight. Fortunately, there are techniques for avoiding threaten-
ing situations.

For starters, learn and practice self-control. Do not fight or 
threaten others. Don’t wear any clothing that could be mis-
taken for gang clothing. If you use a purse, carry it with the 
strap across your chest. Whenever you can, steer clear of harm-
ful situations. If you know a party might include alcohol or 
drugs, don’t go. If you know or suspect someone has a weapon, 
report it immediately to a parent or another trusted adult.

Avoid violence by becoming an advocate for peace. Let 
others know you are a nonviolent person. Serve as a posi-
tive example. Use good communication skills. Being polite 
and showing respect for others are also good ways to avoid 
violence.

Protecting Yourself from Violence
Observing safety rules is another way of protecting 

yourself from violence. If you’re home alone, do not 
open the door to anyone you don’t know. Keep doors 
and windows locked. Never tell visitors or callers you are 
alone. Instead, say your parents are busy or can’t come 
to the phone.

Visit glencoe.com and 
complete the Interactive Study 
Guide for Lesson 5.

 This teen is wearing 
her handbag in a way 
that lessens her risk 
of becoming a victim 
of violence. What are 
some other injury-
prevention strategies 
for personal and fam-
ily health?
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If you are going out, tell your fam-
ily where you are going and how you 
will get there. Make sure they also know 
when you expect to return. When walk-
ing home, try to walk in pairs or with a 
group. Stay in familiar neighborhoods; 
avoid deserted streets and dangerous 
shortcuts.

Avoid strangers. Never get into or go 
near a stranger’s car or hitchhike. Do not 
enter a building with a stranger. Don’t 
agree to run errands or do other tasks 
for strangers. Finally, if someone tries to 
grab you, scream and run away. Go to 
the nearest place with people. Ask them 
to call 911 or your parents.

Identify What are some ways of 
avoiding violence?

Remember that there 
is safety in numbers. 
Bullies are less likely to 
pick on a group. What 
are some other ways 
of protecting yourself 
against violence?

Lesson 5 Review

What I Learned 
1. Vocabulary Use prejudice and tolerance in 

a sentence.

2. List Name two ways in which you can 
help prevent conflicts from occurring.

3. Recall When should you not be willing 
to compromise?

Thinking Critically
4. Evaluate When Seth walks away from 

a fight, he hears his bully call him 
“chicken.” What should Seth do? 
Explain.

5. In a conflict, why is it important to 
understand how the other person 
feels? How can conflicts be settled with 
respect to the feelings of others?

Applying Health Skills

6. Communication Skills With a partner, 
practice changing “you” sentences into 
“I” sentences. How does the use of “I” 
sentences help prevent conflict?

Review this lesson for new terms, major headings, and Reading Checks. 

For more Lesson Review Activities, go to glencoe.com. Lesson 5: Resolving Conflicts  85
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Accessing Information

Practicing Healthful Behaviors

Stress Management

Analyzing Influences

Communication Skills

Refusal Skills

Conflict Resolution

Decision Making

Goal Setting

Advocacy

T Take a time-out, at least 
30 minutes.

A Allow each person to tell his 
or her side uninterrupted.

L Let each person ask questions.
K Keep brainstorming to fi nd a 

good solution.

What Is Conflict Resolution?
Confl ict resolution involves fi nding a positive solution to a 
disagreement or preventing it from becoming a larger confl ict. The 
T.A.L.K. strategy can help you resolve confl icts in a positive way.

Working Things Out
Follow the Model, Practice, and Apply steps to 
help you master this important health skill.

Model
Read about how Kari and Samantha use the 
T.A.L.K. strategy to resolve a confl ict. 

Kari’s friend Samantha borrowed her new 
sweater without asking. Kari took 30 minutes 
to calm down and think about what she should 
say to Samantha (Take a time out.). Kari told 
Samantha why she was mad. Samantha said 
she thought that because they were friends, 
they shared their clothes (Allow each person 
to tell her side.). Samantha asked Kari if she 
wanted her sweater back right away. Kari said 
that she didn’t need it. She asked Samantha if 
they could make a rule about borrowing each 
other’s clothes in the future (Let each person 
ask questions.). Kari said that the next time 
either friend wanted to borrow something from 
the other, they should ask fi rst. Samantha liked 
this idea, but wondered what they would do if 
the other friend wasn’t home when they wanted 
to borrow something. Kari and Samantha 
continued to talk about their problem (Keep 
 brainstorming.).
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Practice
Read how Kelly and Anne use the skill of 
confl ict resolution.

Kelly: Anne, I need the CD you borrowed last 
month. 

Anne: I think that I left it at Sara’s. 

Kelly: That’s my favorite CD! I need to go for a 
walk and think about this. I will meet up with 
you later.

Kelly: Anne, can you please fi nd the CD or pay 
for a new one?

Anne: I didn’t mean to lose it, so I don’t think I 
should have to pay for it. 

Kelly: I know you didn’t lose it on purpose, 
but you promised to return the CD. 

Anne: Will you wait until I ask Sara if she has 
the CD? 

Kelly: When would you ask her?  

Anne: I’ll send her a text message. I’ll get the CD from Sara or bring 
the money on Friday. 

1.  Identify the T.A.L.K. steps in this conversation.

Apply
Apply what you have learned about confl ict resolution to complete 
the activity below.

Confl ict-resolution skills promote social health through positive 
communication. On a piece of paper, write a paragraph that discusses 
causes of confl ict and ways to prevent it. Then list several situations 
that lead to confl ict for teens. Choose one of these situations, and 
write a script showing your confl ict-resolution skills. 

Self-Check
■ Did my paragraph discuss causes of confl ict and ways to 

prevent it?
■ Did my script show how to use the T.A.L.K. steps for confl ict 

resolution? 
Building Health Skills  87
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Many people think that bullies don’t have any friends 
and are lonely. If you know a bully, you probably know 
that isn’t always true. According to psychologist Dorothy 
Espelage, the typical bully is not a loner at all. Instead, 
bullies are popular and athletic. Bullies know how 
to get their way with adults while bullying their 
schoolmates at the same time.

Q: How do you define “bully”?  

A: A bully is a kid who teases and intimidates 
other students. Bullies spread rumors 
about other kids. Bullies form social 
groups that keep many kids out.  

Q: What’s behind bullying behavior?  

A: First of all, with some teens, you can fit 
in and be cool if you bully others. Second, 
bullies don’t feel that great about 
themselves, and bullying can block some 
of those feelings. Lastly, some teens 
don’t always have the skills to tolerate 
differences in other kids. So when 
bullies see people who are different, 
they lash out and make fun of them.

Q: Are bullies usually from single-parent 
homes?  

A: We find bullying just as often where 
there is a mom and a dad at home. 
It’s all about parental supervision. If 
kids are unsupervised, they’re more 
likely to become bullies.

Q: What can young people do about bullies 
and bullying?  

A: Kids shouldn’t be easy targets for 
bullies. Look the bully in the eye and 
walk away confidently. Bullies want 
to hurt your feelings. Even if they’re 
being really mean, act as if they’re not 
succeeding and don’t get into a fight. 

 Also, tell a parent or 
a teacher. They want to
know what is happening 
and how you 
feel about it. 
If the bullying 
happened at 
school, have 
a parent talk 
it over with 
your teacher. 
Parents 
shouldn’t call 
the parents 
of the bully.
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Reading Review Visit glencoe.com to download
quizzes and eFlashcards for Chapter 3.

Lesson 1 Communication Skills
Main Idea Communication is necessary for 
good, healthy relationships.
• People communicate with each other in 

many ways, including body language, 
face-to-face conversation, the telephone, 
and e-mail.

• A good communicator thinks before 
he or she speaks, listens actively, and 
makes statements that are easy to 
understand.

• The three styles of communication are 
assertive, passive, and aggressive.

Lesson 2 Your Family
Main Idea The family is a small-scale version 
of society.
• Different types of families include nuclear, 

blended, extended, and single-parent 
families.

• Every member of a family has a role.

• Families care for each other by showing 
love, appreciation, and support.

• Good communication is crucial to help 
families grow and change together.

Lesson 3 Your Friends and Peers
Main Idea Friendship is an important kind 
of relationship between two people who 
enjoy being together.

• Good friends often share similar 
interests.

• Character traits found in good friends 
include reliability, loyalty, and 
willingness to show empathy.

• Cooperation means working together 
for the common good.

• Peer pressure is either positive or negative.

Lesson 4 Refusal Skills
Main Idea You can use refusal skills to help 
avoid harmful situations.
• You can resist negative peer pressure by 

using the S.T.O.P. strategy.

• Abstinence is the refusal to participate 
in high-risk behaviors.

Lesson 5 Resolving Conflicts
Main Idea Conflicts happen when people 
disagree about an idea, belief, or interest.
• Conflicts occur for a number of reasons, 

including jealousy and competition.

• Prejudice is an opinion or fear formed 
without having facts or firsthand 
knowledge.

• Conflict-resolution skills include com-
promise and negotiation.

• You can protect yourself from violence 
by avoiding dangerous situations.
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Assessment

Reviewing Vocabulary and 
Main Ideas

On a sheet of paper, write the numbers 1–5. 
After each number, write the term from the list 
that best completes each statement.

• abuse • loyal
• body language • neglect
• communication • nurture
• empathy • relationship

Lesson 1 Communication Skills
 1. ____________ includes facial expres-

sions, eye contact, gestures, and 
posture.

 2.  ____________ is the sharing of 
thoughts and feelings between two 
or more people.

Lesson 2 Your Family
 3.  Healthy families ____________

their members, or fulfill physical, 
mental/emotional, and social needs.

 4.  A pattern of mistreatment of ano–
ther person is known as ____________.

 5.  ____________ is the failure of par-
ents to provide their children with 
basic physical and emotional care and 
protection.

On a sheet of paper, write the numbers 
6–11. Write True or False for each statement. 
If the statement is false, change the underlined 
word to make it true.

Lesson 3 Your Friends and Peers
 6. When you can depend on a person to 

keep promises, that person is reliable.

 7. Cooperation is the influence to take 
on behaviors and/or beliefs of your 
peers.

Lesson 4 Refusal Skills
 8. The T.A.L.K. strategy can help you say 

no when you face a high-pressure 
situation.

 9. The active choice not to participate in 
high-risk behaviors is abstinence.

Lesson 5 Resolving Conflicts
 10. An opinion or fear formed without 

having facts or firsthand knowledge is 
known as tolerance.

 11. The process of talking about a conflict 
and deciding how to reach a compro-
mise is called peer mediation.

Thinking Critically
Using complete sentences, answer the fol-

lowing questions on a sheet of paper.
 12. Recognize Mike and his sister Meg 

are having a dispute. Mike waits 
patiently for Meg to finish speaking 
before he speaks. What type of skill is 
Mike demonstrating?
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TEST-TAKING TIP

Read the passage carefully once to find out 
what information it contains. After you read 
each question, look back at the passage to find 
the answer.

 13. Give Examples What is an example of 
peer pressure that can positively affect 
your health?

Write About It
 14. Personal or Descriptive Writing Write 

a letter of appreciation to someone in your 
family. In your letter, identify what he or 
she did, and tell how it made you feel.

 15. Descriptive Writing Write a paragraph 
describing the positive character traits of a 
good friend. How can a good friend influ-
ence you in positive ways? Use specific 
examples in your paragraph.

Reading
Read the passage and then answer the 
questions.

 Every culture of the world uses body lan-
guage. In many cultures, people are not aware 
of their body’s “messages.” In some, however, 
people go to great lengths to “speak” through 
their bodies. In one culture, for example, people 
at work never smile. To outsiders, they may look 
angry. Actually, smiling on the job means you 
are not serious about your work.

 Sometimes, misunderstandings arise over 
gestures and posture. Americans, for example, 
like to put space between themselves and those 
they’re speaking with. In the Middle East, this 
posture is interpreted differently. It means you 
are not interested in what the speaker is saying.

 Facial expressions can also have different 
interpretations. In the United States, it is rude 
to stare. In Greece, people feel ignored if they 
are not stared at in public. Europeans usually 
change their facial expression to show happi-
ness, anger, boredom, and sadness. In Asia, facial 
expressions change less frequently.

1. Which best sums up the author’s purpose?
A. To show that body language differs 

among cultures
B. To show that Americans are viewed as 

rude worldwide
C. To show that body language is 

meaningless
D. To show that facial expression is less 

important than posture

2. If you stare at someone in Greece, he or she 
is likely to
A. become angry.
B. feel ignored.
C. feel as though you are paying attention 

to him or her.
D. feel as though you are being rude.

Standardized Test Practice 

Teaching T.A.L.K. 

Work in small groups to create an 
iMovie® clip that models how to deal with 
high-pressure situations using T.A.L.K. 

■ Create a script that shows ways to avoid 
harmful situations.

■ Rehearse, videotape, and import the script 
to a new iMovie® file. 

■ Add titles that highlight conflict prevention 
and resolution.

■ Edit the clip for accuracy of information and 
clarity.

■ Save your clip.
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